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SUMMARY 

Ranking the main components of organic mass by them fraction participation in 

carbonization allowed to determine narrower ranges of carbon change, where distinguishing 

features of seven stages of metamorphic transformations were established. The relationship 

between the direct change in the content of organic mass components and the fraction of their 

influence on the metamorphic transformations of coals was established, which will increase 

the level of predicting the dangerous properties of mine layers. The distinguishing features of 

metamorphic transformations in selected ranges of carbon content increase according to coal 

ranking by content of component of organic mass elemental composition were established. 

The relationships of organic mass components, which are one of the main criteria for 

dangerous characterization of mine layers during mining were noted. It was showed, that the 

choice of parameters that determine the produce of mine layers dangerous properties should 

be based on principles that differ from the regilations of the modern classification by genetic 

and technological parameters. 
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Introduction 

 
The information about composition of the main coal-forming elements: carbon, hydrogen, sulfur, 
nitrogen and oxygen is practically not reflected in geology, petrology and technology of coal using. 
As a rule, numerical equations are given separately for carbon and hydrogen, much less often - for 
oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur, and practically absent for their various quantitative combinations 

(Ahamed et al., 2019). For these reasons, the development and improvement of different forms of 
connections between the main stages of coalification and the evolution of the main coal-forming 
elements - carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur are proposed. This is especially important 
for elaboration of unified criteria of coal classification for establishment their consumer properties. 
An equally important problem for providing safe conditions of coal mining is the establishment of 
quantitative dependencies between the main components of organic mass during its metamorphic 
transformations. The intensification of metamorphism degree supposes increasing of carbon content 

and decreasing of other components content of organic mass. 
The important of this topic is supported by the requirements of normative documents (ILO, 2018), 
which confirm the main role of the degree of coal metamorphic transformations in dangerous 
properties of mine layers. At the same time the parameters of the change of organic mass elemental 
content do not use for estimation of metamorphic transformations degree. Prediction of gas-dynamic 
phenomena, propensity for spontaneous combustion and dust-forming, explosiveness of coal dust is 
made with use of proxy paremeters - the release of volatile substances, the thickness of plastic layer 
and the brand of coal. Method of application of these parameters was developed to establish the 

technological properties of coal. These parameters have been borrowed without proper scientific 
substantiation for prediction of dangerous properties of mine layers during mining, ignoring the direct 
parameters that characterize the degree of coal metamorphism. This approach had a significant impact 
on the quality of normative documents requirements and points to the need for improve them to 
reduce accidents and injuries in coal mines. 
 
Research methodology 

 
One of the direct parameters of coal conversion during geological processes is the content ratio of 
carbon, hydrogen, oxygen, nitrogen and sulfur in the organic mass. 
According to (Thrush, 1968) the ratio of carbon content in organic mass (С0) to the sum of hydrogen 
(Н0) and oxygen (О0) components is a parameter of coal carbonization (Сп) (Privalov, 2004). Thus 
defined parameter Сп does not fully reflect the transformation of organic substance since other 
substantive components – nitrogen (N0) and sulfur (S0) - are not included. Generally, the sum of the 

carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur and oxygen content in organic mass is 99% or more. For this 
reason, the use of these five components, in comparison with (Thrush, 1968; Privalov, 2004), for 
determining the Сп parameter is more preferable based on the ratio: 

 

0 0 0 0 0( )   пС С Н О N S  (1). 

 
The parameter of carbonization (Сп) directly reflects one of the sides of metamorphic transformations 

of coals - changes in the ratio of elemental composition. The fractions of participation of each 
component (Н0, О0, N0, S0) in carbonization indicate changes in the properties of coals, including 
characterization of dangerous properties of mine layers.  
Parameters Сп for each stage of metamorphism are calculated using known experimental data about 
elemental composition of organic mass (С0, Н0, О0, N0, S0) by the equation (1). The metamorphism 
stages are established based on the yield of coke to organic mass and its constituent components С0, 

Н0, О0, N0, S0 (Pymonenko, 2019). Individual carbonization parameters ( Н

пС , N

пС , S

пС , O

пС ), for Н0, N0, 

S0 and О0, defined from the ratios, respectively: 
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Based on proximity of the sum of all components to 100% for each carbonization stage is observed 
the equiality:  
 

1 1 1 1 1   H N S O

п п п п пС С С С С  (3). 

 
Taking the value (Сп)

-1 for the present stage as a one, we determined the proportions of 

participation Н

пС , N

пС , S

пС  and O

пС  in the overall rate of carbonization Сп for each component: 
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Results and discussion 

 
The average values of the results of the analysis of coal samples from the Donetsk basin (Pymonenko, 

2019) used as initial data for calculating the values Н

пС , N

пС , S

пС  and O

пС . Their accordance with 

parameters of statistical processing (Antoshchenko et al., 2021; 2021) of extensive analytical material 
for different coal deposits (Mironov, 1982; Van Hinsbergen et al., 2015; Zheldakov  et al., 1980; 
Thomas, 1992) was established previously. The initial data (Pymonenko, 2019), adopted to determine 
the carbonization parameters, are fully consistent with the change in organic mass composition of 
coals in different coal basins. This suggests that data taken to establish the participation fractions of 

components of organic mass in the carbonization of fossil coals are reliable.  
The decrease of Н0, О0, N0 and S0 components in organic mass at enhancing of carbonization occurs in 
different dependencies (Figure 1a). Their sum decreases inversely to carbon content increase (Figure 
1a, curve 1). The decrease of individual components О0, Н0, S0 and N0 corresponds to nonlinear 
dependencies (Figure 1a, curves 2-5). Clear decrease of oxygen content (curve 2) occurs at increasing 
of carbon content (more than 80%) in the whole range.  
 

 
Figure 1  Dependence of average elements content in coal organic mass change and parameters values of 
carbonization from carbon content: а – ratio of the main compounds content of coal organic mass; b – 
values ratio of carbonization parameter. 
1 – linear interpolation of sum of organic mass components; 2, 3, 4, 5 – curves of components Н0, О0, N0 

and S0 change, respectively; I-VII – stages of carbonization of metamorphic coals transformations. 
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Hydrogen content remains constant at С0 = 80÷86% and then gradually decreases (Figure 1a, curve 
3). In this case the sulfur content decreased slightly from 2.28 to 0.74% (Figure 1a, curve 4). 
According to statistical treatment (Ahamed et al., 2019) of experimental data (Mironov, 1982; 
Zheldakov  et al., 1980; Y Qi, 2020) which obtained for different coal basins, the sulfur content is in 

the range 0÷6% in most cases. There are more then 12 per cent for isolated cases. There is no definite 
dependence of S0 content from metamorphism degree for different deposits (Antoshchenko, 2021). 
With the increasing of С0 content to 90%, the nitrogen content remained practically constant at the 
level of 1.4 - 1.5% and then decreased to one percent (Figure 1а, curve 5). Such an ambiguous change 
in individual values of organic mass components in the coal carbonization made possible to 
distinguish the characteristic ranges of the change of С0 content. Their limits are determined by 
changes in the individual rating of components in their ranking by percentage content in organic mass.  
According to the content level the components are arranged in the following order: oxygen, hydrogen, 

sulfur and nitrogen with carbon content is in the range of 80–83% (Figure 1a, stage I). In the next 
stage of carbonization (С0 ≈ 83÷86%, stage II) ranking range looks like this: oxygen, hydrogen, 
nitrogen and sulfur. During stage III at С0 ≈ 86.0÷92.7% oxygen changes in place with hydrogen in 
ranking range and comes first. The nitrogen content becomes higher compared to oxygen (stage IV) 
with increasing of С0 content in a narrow range from 92.7 to 93.0%. The carbon content more than 
93% determines the next ranking range: hydrogen, nitrogen, sulfur and oxygen (stage V) with the 
accepted average ratio of other components of coal organic mass of Donetsk basin. 

It should be noted that there is a high probability of differences in the ranking series for many modern 
mines in comparison with the data. Such differences caused by possible higher sulfur content in coals 

of Donetsk and other basins (Mironov, 1982; Zheldakov et al., 1980; Nosal, 2021). In work 

(Thomas, 1992) used data related to 1939 year when sulfur content in organic mass of developed 
layers amounted about 2%. In most cases in subsequent years and at the present time the layers with a 
higher sulphur content are being mined. This affects on change of ranking ranges and demonstrations 

of dangerous properties of mine layers.   
One-way decrease of oxygen fraction in carbonization was observed. Nitrogen fraction in 
carbonization increasing with different intensity. Percentage content of components in organic mass 
and direction of their change during coal carbonization are very important for establishment of 
dangerous properties of minelayers. During first three stages it increased insignificantly in the range 
of 0.08 ÷ 0.11. A significant increase was observed from stage IV, and at stage VII (at С0 > 94.2%) 

N

пС  - exceeds the value of 0.34. The fractions of participation of other components in carbonization 

( Н

пС  and S

пС ) occurred not so unambiguous. At the beginning of the process the participation of 

Н

пС increased from 0.27 to 0.51, and then decreased to 0.34. Parameter S

пС  at the initial stage of 

metamorphic transformations (I) insignificantly decreased in the range of 0.11 ÷ 0.09. It remained 
constant on the next stages (II, III) and only increasing in stages IV-VII. Ranking the main 
components of organic mass by them fraction participation in carbonization allowed to determine 
narrower ranges of carbon change, where distinguishing features of different stages of metamorphic 
transformations were established. It allows to take into the consideration not only change of organic 
mass components during predicting the mine layers properties but also fraction of them influence on 
metamorphic coal transformations. 

 

Conclusions 

 

The research produced important scientific and practical conclusions for perfection of normative base 
for the safe use of coal mine layers: 

 there are no parameters in normative documents which directly characterize the changes in 

composition and properties of coal in metamorphic transformations. One of the criteria for the 
geological transformation degree is the change between the main components of organic mass. These 
include carbon, oxygen, hydrogen, nitrogen, and sulfur; 

https://www.scopus.com/authid/detail.uri?authorId=55998946400
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 a direct index of the degree of possible metamorphic transformation can be coal carbonization. It 
consists of increasing carbon content and decreasing other components in organic mass;  

 ranking the coals by components content of organic mass elemental composition and change of 

them fraction participation in carbonization allowed to determine distinguishing features of 
metamorphic transformations in individual range of carbon content increasing. Organic mass 
components ratios are one of the main criteria for hazard characterization of mine layers during 
mining; 

 the changes of ranking ranges occur at all stages of metamorphic coals transformations. The 

main role in changing the composition and properties belongs to the decrease of oxygen and 
hydrogen. At the final anthracite stages the main influencing components become nitrogen and sulfur; 

 the higher sulfur content in coals mined in modern mines can significantly change the sequence 
of organic mass components in their ranking ranges, which must be taken into account when 
predicting the dangerous properties of mine layers. 
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